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Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) given G = (V,E) find a tour visiting each1 node v ∈ V .
NP–hard optimization problem, hard even for planar graphs
Polynomial-time approximation for general graphs: Christofides’ algorithm achieves 3/2 approximation

Assumption (all of Lecture 15) undirected planar G, ` : E → R+

2–approximation simple algorithm, bound approximation ratio in terms of minimum spanning tree

• compute minimum spanning tree T . let `(T ) :=
∑
e∈T

`(e)

• duplicate all edges Eulerian graph

• find Eulerian cycle, length at most 2`(T )

• (if G is the complete graph Kn, Eulerian cycle can be converted into Hamiltonian cycle by skipping
already visited nodes)

any tour needs to visit all nodes, total length at least `(T ), hence 2–approximation

Recall: Linear-Time Approximation Schemes for Planar Graphs (L. 8)

Example min VERTEXCOVER

Algorithm given G and approximation parameter ε ∈ (0, 1), let k = 1/ε

1. BFS in G

2. Gij ← graph induced by k + 1 BFS levels jk + i to (j + 1)k + i (shift i, 0 6 i < k, and slice j)

3. Sij ← min VERTEXCOVER of Gij (dynamic programming on graph with tree-width O(k))

4. Si ←
⋃

j Sij

5. RETURN best Si (best shift i, 0 6 i < k, smallest |Si|)

Running Time dynamic program runs in time 2O(k)|V (Gij)|, overall 2O(k)n

Correctness and Approximation Ratio two properties used

3. part of OPT in Gij is a feasible solution for Gij .  consequence: |OPT ∩ V (Gij)| > |Sij |
optimum solution OPT induces solution on subgraph Gij

for at least one shift i overlap |OPTi| is small2 (6 |OPT|/k = ε|OPT|)

4. solutions in Gij together form a feasible solution for G,
⋃

j Sij is a solution for G (for any i)

1visiting only a subset U ⊆ V to be discussed in Lectures 16 and 17
2define OPTi = OPT ∩ {all nodes on BFS level i mod k}
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Figure 1: Consecutive slices (subgraphs) overlap by one single level (boundary).

Apply framework to TSP?

Approximation Ratio two properties used

7 3. part of OPT in Gij is not necessarily a feasible solution for Gij , maybe not a tour!
optimum solution does not induce a solution on subgraph Gij

3 4. solutions in Gij form a feasible solution for G,
⋃

j Sij can be combined into a solution for G (for any i)
ok for TSP since tour visits all nodes also visits all boundary nodes can connect subtours

Modified framework for unit-length graphs

Algorithm given G and approx. parameter ε ∈ (0, 1), let k = 3 · 2/ε (factor 3 from Euler’s |E| 6 3|V | − 6)

1. BFS in G∗ (determine levels in dual, conn. components of Gij have cycle boundary, cut–cycle duality)

2. Gij ← graph induced by k + 1 BFS levels jk + i to (j + 1)k + i (shift i, 0 6 i < k, and slice j)
choose shift i such that number of edges in level i mod k is at most |E|/k 6 ε|V |/2

3. Sij ← TSP of each component of Gij (dynamic programming on graph(s) with tree-width O(k))

4. Si ←
⋃

j Sij , “find Eulerian cycle”

5. RETURN best Si (best shift i, 0 6 i < k, however, we already chose good i in Step 2)

Approximation Ratio different property used

3. tour in Gij may be longer than OPT ∩Gij

how much longer? cannot bound distortion by ε`(OPT ∩Gij), error is not multiplicative but additive
no bound on overlap with OPT. let ∂Gij be boundary of Gij . then TSP(Gij) 6 `(OPT∩Gij) + `(∂Gij)

4. `
(⋃

j Sij

)
6 `(OPT) + 2 · `(∂Gi), where ∂Gi :=

⋃
j ∂Gij is total boundary

unit-length: total boundary is at most k–fraction, `(∂Gi) = |∂Gi| 6 |E|/k 6 ε|V |/2, total error term is
ε|OPT| since |V | 6 OPT
arbitrary lengths? `(∂Gi) 6 `(E)/k, no connection to `(OPT)
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Spanner

Problem if graph G has edge lengths ` : E → R+, boundary cycles may be too long, solution in Gij?

Algorithm given G and approx. parameter ε ∈ (0, 1), let k = 18/ε2 (factor is not from Euler’s formula)

0. compute spanner (sparsify G, obtain subgraph H)

1. BFS in H∗

. . .

Goal sparse subgraph of G, called spanner H, shall have two properties

• total length of edges V (H) proportional to total length of minimum spanning tree in G (trivial for
unit-length graphs, since |E| 6 3|V | − 6; for arbitrary non-negative lengths we obtain total length
≤ (1 + 2/ε)`(MST), factor 3/ε)
 can bound total length of edges in the overlap/boundary

• distances preserved: dH(v, w) 6 (1 + ε)dG(v, w) (cf. stretch in Lecture 13)
 paths and distances not distorted by too much, (1 + ε′)2 6 (1 + ε) for ε′ = ε/3, factor 3

Figure 2: Spanner construction: (i) given an undirected planar graph (ii) compute a minimum spanning
tree, (iii) “cut” along the tree to (iv) create a face, (v) make it the infinite face (conceptual step only, not
actually necessary), and (vi) add or discard non-tree edges, starting with the leafs of the interdigitating tree.

Spanner analysis total length of spanner edges depends on ε and total length of minimum spanning tree.
maintain cycle C (initialized by walk around spanning tree, total length twice spanning tree, 2`(MST)). edge
e = uv is added if shortest path in cycle is not a (1+ε)–approximation, dC(u, v) > (1+ε)`(u, v). if e is added,
the total length of C decreases by at least ε`(u, v). cycle length can never be negative total length of edges
added to the spanner is at most 2`(MST), hence total length is at most (1 + 2/ε)`(MST)
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Different perspective: contraction decomposition

different view on framework: after spanner step, slicing is deletion decomposition (cf. Lec. 9) in the dual
(label/partition edges into E1, E2, . . . s.t. deleting any part Ei results in a graph with small tree-width).
deletion in dual⇔ contraction in primal.  contraction decomposition

0. compute spanner H

1. BFS in H∗

2. contract all3 edges on level i mod k (for best i)

3. compute solution in contracted graph (dynamic programming on graph with tree-width O(k))

4. lift solution (can augment solution since total boundary is small)

5. return best Si (for TSP we already chose good i in Step 2)

3except for self-loops
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